ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FINE ARTS
Plan Requirements

Campus: UMICHE
Career: UEDU
Program: 00006
Plan: 2630ABD/2630BSD
Subplan: FINEARTMN

RG 3743(BA)/3793(BS)  FINE ARTS TEACHING MINOR CORE
Effective SP05/1530 (05/03/2005)

RQ 3715  Required Courses in Fine Arts Teaching Minor: Choose eight hours from two of the three strands
Effective SP05/1530 (05/03/2005)
  LN 0010 - Strand One: Visual Arts
  LN 0020 - Strand Two: Performing Arts
  LN 0030 - Strand Three: Classical Studies and History

RQ 3716  Required Courses in Fine Arts Teaching Minor: Choose remaining eight hours from any of the three strands
Effective SP05/1530 (05/03/2005)
  LN 0010 - Remaining hours from Strands One, Two and Three

RQ 3739  Total Hours and GPA Requirement for Fine Arts Teaching Minor
Effective SP05/1530 (05/03/2005)
  LN 0010 - Minimum 24 hours in the teaching minor
  LN 0020 - Minimum 2.0 GPA in the teaching minor